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By Ronnie Bizer
First of all I want to thank everyone who helped in this year’s obedience and
rally trials. Although, it did not run exactly as I had foreseen and planned, it
did run smoothly without any great, unsolvable problems.

Taffy Willie as trial secretary handled the addition of rally without a hitch and
had the awards figured out within 10 minutes of the last dog placing in Open
A.

Membership Info.
& Renewal Forms

5-6

2007 AWARDS
INFORMATION,
Application
Bill Clark spent many hours contacting local businesses to find enough ads for Forms & Check
the catalog to completely pay for the printing.
Calendar
Bev Nicholson worked well with the CarDunAl booth committee and had the
dining hall completely surrounded with booths.

7-15

Peggy Sue Seehafer was the best awards chair again this year. Cheryl Lewis,
Mary Bradley, Helen Castellano, Taffy Willie, Michael Willie and Mark Willie
ably assisted her.

16

Set up and more importantly clean up was done with actual smiles by: Ed Herdes, Kent Hildebrand, Bill
Clark, Carolyn Pearson, Cheryl and Dave Lewis and family, Robin Schoenburg, Liz and Chuck Brookshire,
Cathy Fleury, Sarah Rumery, Barb and Ken Misch, the Willie family, Francene Andresen, and Sandy Davis.

Carolyn Pearson also handled the judges’ hospitality. It was her idea to supply the stewards and judges
with their own lidded beverage cups. This was GREATLY appreciated by all and mentioned to me several
times.
The raffle was nicely managed by: Francene Andresen, Barb and Ken Misch, Joan Majat, Teri Byerli,
Sandi Stephenson, Sandy Davis, and the Lewis family.
The kitchen was well run with some of the best trial food found anywhere this year by: Loretta Lazzara,
Jill Ramsey, Carol Pace, Grace, Mike, Nicole, Mary, and Stephanie Szczurek and Kristin Cox.

Cathy Fleury did another outstanding job as Chief Ring Steward for both the obedience and rally trials.
Below are listed those that helped her in this effort:
Rally
Kent Hildebrand

Robin Schoenburg

Barb Palm

Liz Brookshire

Chuck Brookshire

Ralph Gross

Sylvia Schultz

Rick Cox

Kathie Driesbach

Marian Lazzara

Paulette Zecca

Mary Schipp

Philip Buroff

Novice
Marta Gross
Open B
Sarah Rumery
Sue MacPherson
Continued on page 2.
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(Trial/Rally Report—continued from page 1.)

Rick Ramsey Susan Brenkus

Maureen Ballard

Marilyn Blenz Christy Heaton

Utility B
Colleen Kent Nancy Einwich

Carol Swenson

Sally Boeke

Vera Nyberg

On a personal note, I will not be seeking the position of Trial Chair next year. While I feel I have done a
more than adequate job with the trial, I do not feel I am able to do an adequate job as a board member and I
cannot afford to cancel lessons to attend board and membership meetings or training on Thursday evenings.
Thank you all for a great trial this year and best of luck to all involved in next year’s trials.

KITCHEN THANK YOU

RAFFLE DONORS & THANK YOU

I would like to thank my 'kitchen crew' for all their
help on trial day.

Thank you to all who have helped to make our raffle a success.

We were slow getting started, but when lunch time
came it was a pleasure to see the line go down the
hallway in anticipation of a great lunch.

A special thanks to Joan and Sandi for helping to
man the table, to Sandy Davis for walking around
to stimulate ticket sales and to the Lewis family
for stepping in so the crew could eat lunch.

The 'hired help'- Kristin and Carol, the ole’ pros,
and Penny, Jill and Dave, the first timers, were
great and really 'in sync' when the lines started
forming. It was like an episode of Iron Chef America
as the clock was counting down the minutes for the
judges to taste (being the exhibitors).
Nicole (15), Stephanie (12) and Gracie (8) are great
kids who have it 'all together' in the volunteer
area. They cut, they plated, they served and they
collected money. Big futures for them in
the culinary world.
Mary and Mike (who own the kids), are the bestest
(I know that's not a word) co-chairs I could ever
have.
I am not a paperwork person, so I really appreciated all the paper work and figuring Mary did for
me. Mary also organized the kitchen duties while I
was in the main building checking out how the rings
were going and showing.
Mike did all the dishes and helped serve and
plan. He used to do food booths and such for the
Brookfield Zoo, so his expertise was well received.
Both Mary and Mike helped with the menu and the
shopping and were invaluable to me.
And not on the list, but I owe a debt of gratitude to
my sister Marian. She helped me plan, shop, load
and unload, and cut desserts. After helping
me from 5:30 a.m. that morning, she did double
duty by stewarding all day, and coming back to
clean up and pack up all the stuff afterwards.
I hope I have not left anyone out. If I did, my sincere
apologies.
Thank you again - what a great group.
Loretta Lazzara, FV Trial Kitchen Chairperson

I want to publicly thank Barb Misch for being a cochair, who so kindly and with good humor took
over the entire raffle. She organized the setup on
Saturday so that I could attend another commitment with my family. Then handled the booth and
sales on Sunday so that I could be present at a
tracking trial and then to show my own dog at the
FVDTC trial.
Thank you so much Barb. You and your crew went
way above and beyond the call of duty and I appreciate your efforts immensely. You are amazing.
Below is the list of names who have donated
items this year. Any omission is purely unintentional and the result of not having a name attached to the item donated or an individual wishing to donate anonymously.
Francene Andresen
Ronnie Bizer
Helen Castellano
Joyce Conway
Kent Hildebrant
Dave & Rose Krantz
Loretta Lazzara
Carolyn Pearson
Dottie Pokorny
S.A.S. Shoes
Jan Schomer
Sandi Stephenson
Debby White

Pamela Andresen
Bubba Bones
Kim Colyer
Kathie Driesbach
Kanosak Canine Training
Marian Lazzara
Barb Misch
Nancy Pederson
Brenda Rivera
Mary Schipp
Peggy Sue Seehafer
Dorothy Warren
Paulette Zecca

Thank you, again, one and all.
Barb Misch and Francene Andresen
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TROPHY THANK YOU

THANK YOU

Our 56th trial is now past and I would like to thank
all the people who helped and contributed to the
trophies. You truly made this event special. Having
added twenty four more awards with the addition of
Rally, we distributed a wonderful supply of items
and ribbons.

A Big Thank You to All the members that volunteered all year to steward/judge the Correction
Matches. Your help has been GREATLY appreciated.

Truly, thank you to all of you that helped with this
event.
Peggy Sue

I also send a BIG Thanks to the Match Committee
for all their work every month, Ingrid, Sandi,
Penny & myself.
A BIG THANKS.
Jan (Match Chair)

BRAGS AND WAGS
AND THE TOP DOG IS...
The winner of the Tucker vs
Xanadu friendly Rally competitors competition is….XANADU.
The final results are as follows:
Xanadu:
1 second place with a score of 99
and a time of 1:09.
1 score of 96.
1 third place with a score of 97
and a time of 1:04
Tucker:
1 third place finish with a score
of 99 and a time of 1:15. (This
was the tied score between them
with Xan having the faster time.)
2 scores of 95 and 93 respectively
Tucker has been out and about
on the Summer and Fall show
circuit. He achieved a Rally Advanced title at our own FVDTC
Obedience Trial while Xanadu
has been staying away from the
Fall show circuits, except for the
FV Obedience Trial weekend.

Tucker is wondering if the “old”
dog is folding under the pressure
of competition and has gone into
hiding. He has issued a challenge
to Xanadu.
“I want to see how well he can
do off lead. If he can take the
pressure, I challenge him, again,
to see who wins the TOP DOG
title in the Rally Advanced ring.
We’ll just see who deserves the
title this time. I think he was just
lucky the last time.”
When Xan was asked about the
Tuckman’s challenge, his only
comment was, “Bring it on kid. I
love a good challenge!”

Willow earned her UD on Saturday, November 3rd. On Saturday November 10 she earned her
4th leg with a 1st place finish.
Just five weeks prior I was disappointed with her performance at
multiple trials in Canada.
With a lot of hard work and help
from FVDTC and Kanosak
friends she really redeemed herself.
My goal was to earn a UD before
Willow turned 4 years old. We
did it with about 2 weeks to
spare.
Dog training and exhibiting sure
is fun!
Rick Cox
Ch Dream’s Remembering
Sweetness, RA
Payton earned his rally advanced
title with scores of 99, 100, and
97 respectively. It was a lot of
fun actually getting two 1st place
rosettes and a second place rosette. Now—on to Rally Excellent.
Taffy Wille
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Waggin’ Tales Bulletin Board
For Sale

Letter to FVDTC Members

Agility Equipment & Crate
A-FRAME
DOG
WALK
8'
TEETER
TIRE
JUMP
TRIPLE
BAR
JUMP

$250.00
$250.00
$200.00
$80.00
$75.00

A 2 DOOR FOLD DOWN CRATE 24W 36L 28H
$50.00
Bonnie Tomko
(847)888-4244

ATTENTION

ATTENTION

Friends,
This year's Christmas party (scheduled for December
27th) needs a few folks to organize the festivities.
Food, fun, games and plenty of general silliness are
the mainstay of our annual party.
Remember this is your club and your club needs you!

I would like to publicly thank all the FVDTC members who came forward to offer support, help,
food for my family and prayers for my Labrador,
Abby, after she was recently hit by a car.
Abby has been a fixture on training nights for a
couple years now and altho she is completely dog
friendly, almost everyone who is a regular on
training nights, knows that she would rather hang
with her human pals than other dogs. The time of
her hospital stay and her recovery so far made
me realize that this dog is not just mine. Until now
I hadn't realized how many Fox Valley members
there are who hold a small piece of her in their
hearts. I'm happy to report that Abby is well on
the road to recovery, thanks in no small part to
the encouragement from so many members of
this club.
The moral support my family and I received was
nearly overwhelming and was such that I even fell
behind in my thank you's. I've said it before and
will say it again, dog people are the best people in
the world. We feel each others pain and we share
in each others triumphs. Thank you my friends.
Sincerely,
Terri Byerly and Family

Please email Terri at vp2@fvdtc.org if you can help
out.
You are encouraged to bring your left over treats and
dishes for this party.
It'll be Dec 27th, people are encouraged to bring their
holiday dinner left overs.......

A WELL TRAINED
DOG IS A HAPPY
DOG.

LAZY ABBY

PLEASE CIRCLE MEMBERSHIP TYPE
REGULAR TRAINING:

$90.00

REGULAR NON-TRAINING:
LIFETIME OR BOARD TRAINING:

$45.00
$45.00**

LIFETIME OR BOARD NON-TRAINING:

FREE

INSTRUCTORS: Earn 1/4 Credit Towards Dues Per Quarter Or Class Taught (Max 4)
Your Teaching Status Must Be Confirmed By The Director Of Training
**If you are planning to apply for an award at next year's banquet, be sure that you select a Training membership.**

AMOUNT ENCLOSED _______________*
*In accordance with our By-laws,
a $5.00 re-instatement fee will be charged
for dues not received by 7-10-05

Please mail this application with your dues to the address below.

Make checks payable to:

FOX VALLEY DOG TRAINING CLUB

MEMBERSHIP CHAIRPERSON
Sue MacPherson
(630) 584-1002

4N791 Chaffield Dr
St. Charles, IL 60175

membership@fvdtc.org

FOX VALLEY DOG TRAINING CLUB
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
THE NEW MEMBERSHIP YEAR BEGINS JUNE 1, 2007
DUES FOR THE 2007-2008 MEMBERSHIP YEAR ARE DUE BY JUNE 30, 2007.

Your name will be omitted from the 2007-2008 roster, and your last issue of Waggin’ Tales will be the
July issue unless your check and this completed form are received by 7-9-074
Please take a moment to complete and return this entire form, even if you do not owe any
dues. This allows us to make our roster as accurate as possible.
Please print the information below as you would like it to appear in the roster, e.g.: John & Mary Jones.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Name:______________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________
City:_____________________State:________________________Zip Code:________________
Phone: (___)____________________________________________________________
E-mail Address:________________________________________________________________
You must include your e-mail address if you select the “Via e-mail” method to receive the newsletter.

Breed(s) of dog(s):______________________________________________________________
Training areas of interest:_________________________________________________________
Check your preference for receiving the Waggin’ Tales newsletter.
Mailed to my house ___________ Via e-mail ____________ Do not want to get at all ____________
Would you like to volunteer for the Grievance Committee?
Yes _______________

No _______________

Name ______________________________________________________

Yes _______________

No _______________

Name ______________________________________________________

FVDTC continues to believe that all club members have a commitment to sportsmanship, community and canine welfare. All individuals living in your household, who are to be considered voting club members, should
read the following. Please sign on the line below stating that you have read this statement.
I shall endeavor to conduct myself at all times in a manner that reflects credit upon Fox Valley
Dog Training Club, regardless of the location or the circumstances. I will protect and advance
the interests of the Club by encouraging sportsmanlike behavior at training nights, correction
clinics, obedience trials, tracking tests, and agility trials. I will uphold the Club’s commitment
to good sportsmanship, community support, and the welfare of the dogs with which we work.

__________________________________
Signature

__________________________________
Signature

IT’S AWARDS TIME 2007!!
It is the policy of FVDTC to give awards for AKC, CKC and UKC titles earned at trials, tests or shows each
year. Below is a list of the awards that are offered and a copy of the forms we will be using this year. Each
form must contain all the information for eligibility. Please submit one handler form and a separate form for
each dog.
To receive a club award, you must have a total of 10 works credits for the year and be listed as a Regular Training Member in the Roster. If for some reason you have not met ALL your requirements and
can justify the reason, your eligibility will be reviewed by the Board of Directors.
Awards are given for titles earned in 2007 (i.e., a dog may have earned two “legs” toward a title prior to
2004, but if the third “leg” was earned in 2007, the title is earned in 2007). However, all scores for any of
the "Special Club Awards" must have been earned in 2007.
Members owning mixed breed dogs are eligible for a Certificate of Merit for the equivalent of AKC titles
earned at MATCHES. Submit at least 3 qualifying score sheets signed by three different judges. This also
applies to purebred dogs that are not registered by the AKC.
Any award that states “Personalized” will be engraved with the dog’s name, title and year. PLEASE NOTE:
All items by C. Rodeback require a photo of your dog to be submitted with your forms. All items by B.
McGuffy require an article of clothing (50% to 100% cotton and washed at least once) and a photo of your
dog to be submitted with your award forms. All submitted pictures MUST be clear, close-up photos for best
reproduction. Our artists need time to work on these, so please be considerate and get everything in as early
as possible.
Front and Finish is now offering the “Front and Finish Excellent (FFX) Obedience Platinum Award”. The
requirements are that the obedience title must be completed in three trials with scores of 195 or better. If you
are eligible for this award, you must also submit the FFX Application with the rest of your forms. For
more information about this and other Front and Finish awards as well as a copy of the FFX Application, go
to www.frontandfinish.com.

ALL COMPLETED FORMS, PHOTOS AND CLOTHING (FOR AIRBRUSHING) SHOULD BE
SUBMITTED TO:

Jan Schomer – 1060 High Street – Aurora, IL 60505
Phone – (630) 896-9885 E-mail – goldenret11@worldnet.att.net
All information, photos, and clothing must be received no later than January 19, 2008.

NO ACCEPTIONS.

SPECIAL CLUB AWARDS
ALL scores for special awards must have been earned in the current year and must have been earned at
AKC trials unless otherwise specified.
NOVICE A - HIGH QUALIFYING AVERAGE AWARD - must have a minimum of 3 scores from
AKC trials submitted.
NOVICE B - HIGH QUALIFYING AVERAGE AWARD - must have a minimum of 3 scores from
AKC trials submitted.
OPEN - HIGH QUALIFYING AVERAGE AWARD - must have a minimum of 3 scores from AKC
trials submitted.
UTILITY - HIGH QUALIFYING AVERAGE AWARD, must have a minimum of 3 scores from AKC
trials submitted.
NOTE: ALL qualifying AND non-qualifying scores must be submitted if you are applying for one of the
following special awards that refer to an “average” score. If you do not know your NQ score, list it as
165. Remember, obedience is a sport guided by the principles of good sportsmanship. Each of you is on
the “honor system” in submitting your scores.
DOROTHY DIMOND MEMORIAL TROPHY - given to the member whose dog was trained & shown
by the member & receives the highest average score in regular classes in at least three AKC trials. All
scores must be included. NQ’s, unless higher, will be 165.
DEBBIE ORR MEMORIAL AWARD - goes to the member whose dog or dogs earned the most AKC
titles or international equivalents during the year. For this award, AKC, UKC and CKC titles are counted.
HEATHER MEMORIAL AWARD - offered by Nancy Gillum, in memory of Briarwood’s Heather Miss
AM/CAN CD. It is given to the handler whose dog earned the 3 highest scores in Novice A at AKC trials.
FOUNDERS AWARD - offered by Fox Valley Dog Training Club, Inc. in memory of the founders of
FVDTC. It is given to the handler whose dog earned the 3 highest scores in regular classes at AKC trials.
ED KNEIP AWARD - given to the handler whose dog earned the highest combined score in Open B and
Utility A or B at same AKC trial.
KANOSAK KENNEL AWARD - given to the handler whose dog earned the 3 highest Utility A scores at
AKC trials with at least 5 scores being submitted.
SALLY COMPTON OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE CLUB AWARD - given to a club member
to acknowledge them and their contributions to the club. This award is especially significant because it
offers you the opportunity to nominate a fellow club member for their efforts. Because the nominations are
reviewed by the Board to determine the winner, no current Board member is eligible.
THE ABOVE SPECIAL AWARDS WILL BE KEPT FOR ONE YEAR BY THE WINNER AND
REPLACED BY A PERMANENT REPLICA.
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Awards offered by FVDTC for titles completed in 2007.
Kennel
Club
AKC

Title

Awards Offered*

CD,NA,NAJ,NAP,NJP

8"x10 Photo –Tamara Fanter
Personalized Desk Clock (Brass & Acrylic)
Leash Rack - C. Rodeback
Waste Basket - C. Rodeback

CDX, OA,OAJ,OAP,OJP

$45.00 Toward Scent Articles
11"x14" Color Photo – Tamara Fanter
Wooden Scrapbook - C. Rodeback

UD,AX,AXJ,AXP,AJP

Wooden Clock - C. Rodeback
11"x14" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Airbrushed Head - B. McGuffy

UDX,MX,MXJ,MXP,MJP

16"x 20" Photo –Tamara Fanter
Full Body Airbrush - B. McGuffy
Table Clock
Watercolor/Pen&Ink Drawing - C. Rodeback

OTCH, MACH

16"x 20" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Wall Plaque - Title History
16"x20" Watercolor/Pen&Ink - C. Rodeback
Full Body Airbrush - B. McGuffy

TD

11"x14" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Wooden Scrapbook - C. Rodeback
Airbrushed Head - B. McGuffy

TDX

16"x 20" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Wooden Clock - C. Rodeback
Full Body Airbrush - B. McGuffy

VST

Full Body Airbrush - B. McGuffy
Table Clock
16"x20" Watercolor/Pen & Ink - C. Rodeback
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Awards offered by FVDTC for titles completed in 2007. (continued)
AKC

CH

Pencil Holder - C. Rodeback
Tote Bag - C. Rodeback
Leash Holder - C. Rodeback
7"x9" Wall Plaque

* The 7” x 9” Wall Plaque and/or Title Plates can be substituted for
any of the above awards.
OTHER (includes Rally)

Certificate or Title Plate for Plaque

Kennel Club

Title

Award*

CKC

CD

Tote Bag - C. Rodeback
Leash Holder - C. Rodeback
Clipboard - C. Rodeback

CDX

8" x 10" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Desk Clock
Waste Basket or Tissue Holder - C. Rodeback

UD

11"x14" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Airbrushed Head - B. McGuffy

TD

8"x10" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Desk Clock
Waste Basket or Tissue Holder - C. Rodeback

TDX

11"x14" Photo – Tamara Fanter
Wooden Scrapbook - C. Rodeback
Airbrushed Head - B. McGuffy

CH

7"x 9" Wall Plaque

* The 7” x 9” Wall Plaque and/or Title Plates can be substituted for any of
the above awards.

UKC

Other

Title Plates for Plaque

Obedience

7"x9" Wall Plaque with Title Plates

Other

Title Plates for Plaque

2007 FVDTC ANNUAL AWARDS
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING INFORMATION IS JANUARY 19, 2008
Return completed forms to: Jan Schomer, 1060 High Street, Aurora, IL 60505
CLUB MEMBER NAME (as you want it to appear in the event program)

PHONE NUMBER

(

)

-

HANDLER INFORMATION
At what event(s) did you complete your work eligibility requirements for 2007? (Where did you receive your 10 work credits: correction clinics, graduation, obedience trial, tracking tests, agility trial, membership meetings, instructing, etc.)

If you did not meet either the work or the meeting requirements, please explain below. Exceptions will be reviewed by the Board of
Directors.

2007 FVDTC ANNUAL AWARDS
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING INFORMATION IS JANUARY 19, 2008
Return completed forms to: Jan Schomer, 1060 High Street, Aurora, IL 60505
CLUB MEMBER NAME

DOG INFORMATION
(Fill out one form per dog)
DOGS NAME (exactly as you want it to appear in the event program)
DOG'S CALL NAME:
KENNEL
CLUB

TITLE
EARNED

BREED:
AWARD SELECTED♠

(AKC, CKC
or UKC)

PATCHES♦

(Enter Num-

FFX♣
AWARD

ber)

(Y or N)

All Other Titles, Certificates, etc. (To be included in the program for the banquet)

♠If you are requesting the 7”x9” Plaque with Title Plates, please indicate whether you need the plaque and title plates or just
the title plates.
♦Patches are available upon request for AKC and CKC obedience, tracking and bench champion titles. Please note the number of titles you have earned through the years. For example, if this year's title is your 4th CD, then enter 4 in the appropriate
box. Patches without numbers are also available for AKC agility titles.

♣If you are eligible for the Front & Finish Excellence Award, contact Jan at (630) 896-9885 or goldenret11@worldnet.att.net submitting this form.

2007 FVDTC ANNUAL AWARDS
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING INFORMATION IS JANUARY 19, 2008
Return completed forms to: Jan Schomer, 1060 High Street, Aurora, IL 60505
CLUB MEMBER’S NAME:

DOG’S CALL NAME:

SPECIAL AWARDS
You must indicate the special awards for which you wish to compete. Provide a list of the appropriate titles, scores, dates, and
kennel clubs. Include only AKC titles unless otherwise specified.
NOVICE A (list the average of all qualifying shows in Novice A)
HIGH QUALIFYING AVERAGE
(All qualifying scores must be submitted with a
minimum of 3)

NOVICEB (list the average of all qualifying shows in Novice B)

OPEN (list the average of all qualifying shows in Open)

UTILITY (list the average of all qualifying shows in Utility)

DOROTHY DIMOND MEMORIAL TROPHY
(ALL scores must be submitted. NQs, unless higher,
will be counted as 165)
DEBBIE ORR MEMORIAL AWARD
(Include all AKC, CKC and UKC titles)

(Enter the total number of titles)

HEATHER MEMORIAL AWARD
(Include only the 3 highest scores)

(List the 3 highest scores in Novice A)

FOUNDERS AWARD
(Include only the 3 highest scores in regular classes)

(List the 3 highest scores)

ED KNEIP AWARD
(Highest combined score in Open B and Utility A or B
at the same trial)

(List Open B and Utility A or B scores)

KANOSAK KENNEL AWARD
(At least 5 Utility A shows must be listed)
SHOW
CLASS
DATE

(List 3 highest scores in Utility A)

1
2
3
4
5
6

KENNEL CLUB

SCORE

SALLY COMPTON
For FVDT member’s that do not know Sally Compton:
Sally has been a member of FVDT for approximately 30 years. She joined FV along with her
daughter Robin who was in 4-H, while Sally gave much of her time helping the 4-H. They both
trained Rottweiler’s, Sally put a UD on one and Robin had two UD’s.
Sally became the clubs weekly PR person working the Front Table for 25 years faithfully. Her
dedication to FV is so genuine and I truly hope all of you have the opportunity to meet our Wonderful Sally Compton.
The Sally Compton Award:
Member’s when nominating someone for the Sally Compton Award, please remember you are
nominating a member. The members that have been nominated will be posted on FVDT web site
for you to print off and return your ballot to me. There will also be forms at training for those
members who do not have access to a computer.

SALLY COMPTON OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD NOMINATION
NOMINEE:

WHY THIS CLUB MEMBER DESERVES THIS AWARD:

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS & CHECKLIST
PLEASE send all your information in as soon as possible. Our artists appreciate receiving our
orders as early as possible.
NOTE: Do not make appointments with the photographer until your eligibility has been confirmed by the Awards Committee! You will receive a confirmation letter as quickly as possible after all of your information has been submitted.
You can use the following checklist to help determine what needs to be fill out and/or submitted:
STEPS

DONE?

Complete the Awards Application.

Please indicate which award you have selected.

Yes/No

Is the item personalized with your dog’s picture?
Provide a good, clear photograph of your dog
Write your name on the back of the photograph
Write your dog’s name on the back of the photograph
Write the title earned on the back of the photograph

Yes/No

Is the item Airbrushed?
Provide a cotton-blend item of clothing

Yes/No

Are you eligible for a “Special Award”?
Complete the Special Award section on the application

Yes/No

Did you nominate a fellow club member for the Sally Compton Outstanding Service
to the Club Award?
Fill out Nomination form with Name and “Why”

Fox Valley Dog Training Club, Inc.
Francene Andresen, Editor
5N240 Foxmoor Drive
St. Charles, IL 60175
www.fvdtc.org

NOVEMBER
1

Thursday

7
8

DECEMBER
Regular Training

6

Thursday

Regular Training

Wednesday Membership Meeting

7

Friday

Board Meeting

Thursday

Regular Training

9

Sunday

Waggin’ Tales Deadline

11 Sunday

OBEDIENCE TRIAL

13 Thursday

Regular Training

15 Thursday

Regular Training
End Puppy (8:00)

20 Thursday

Regular Training
Graduation Session 5
Puppy (7:00) & Beginner

18 Sunday
20

ATTENTION

Tuesday
29 Thursday

Waggin' Tales Deadline
Regular Training
Start Puppy (8:00)
Correction Clinic

27 Thursday

Christmas Party

